The Deep Boltzmann Machines (DBM) is a state-of-the-art unsupervised learning model, which has been successfully applied to handwritten digit recognition and, as well as object recognition. However, the DBM is limited in scene recognition due to the fact that natural scene images are usually very large. In this paper, an efficient scene recognition approach is proposed based on superpixels and the DBMs. First, a simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm is employed to generate superpixels of input images, where each superpixel is regarded as an input of a learning model. Then, a two-layer DBM model is constructed by stacking two restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs), and a greedy layer-wise algorithm is applied to train the DBM model. Finally, a softmax regression is utilized to categorize scene images. The proposed technique can effectively reduce the computational complexity and enhance the performance for large natural image recognition. The approach is verified and evaluated by extensive experiments, including the fifteen-scene categories dataset the UIUC eight-sports dataset, and the SIFT flow dataset, are used to evaluate the proposed method. The experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in terms of recognition rate.
Introduction
Scene recognition, also called scene classification, is a necessary procedure of the humans' vision system. As an important topic of computer vision, scene recognition is used to accurately and immediately observe the surrounding environments; and has attracted more and more attention due to the potential wide applications such as automatic driving and robot navigation.
Most early work in scene recognition focuses on extracting surface features to recognize scenes or objects. For example, color and texture are usually considered to be surface features and are widely used to represent features of scene images.
Haralick et al. [1] employed the features of texture, color and frequency to infer high-level information for indoor and outdoor categorization. However, the features mentioned above are neither accurate nor sufficient enough to present the information of images because they are unrepresentative and indistinguishable. For instance, the color blue can represent either the sea or sky in scene images.
In recent years, many researchers have paid attention to deep-seated features rather than surface features. Zheng et al. [2] proposed a mid-level image representation, called Hybrid-Parts, which was generated by pooling the response maps of object part filters, to represent compact information of input images. Jiang et al. [3] presented a novel image representation method, called Randomized Spatial Partition (RSP), which was characterized by the randomized partition patterns. The method makes it possible to extract the most descriptive layout features for each category of scenes. [4] introduced a latent pyramidal region (LPR) method . They used latent SVM framework as region detectors to capture the key characteristics of the scenes. Lin et al. [5] proposed a joint model for scene classification, which used part appearance and important spatial pooling regions (ISPRs) to reduce the influence of false responses. In addition, they illustrated the promising results by combining the ISPR with an improved fisher vector (IFV) algorithm. However, the features mentioned above are incapable of representing the hidden information of images well, as the local features are always defined manually.
Sadeghi and Tappen
Recently, global features have attracted more attention from researchers again.
Hinton and Salakhutdinov [6] proposed a multiple restricted Boltzman machine, named deep belief networks (DBN), and a greedy layer-wise learning algorithm. They introduced an effective way of initializing weights that allows deep networks to learn low-dimensional information, which works much better than the principal error of back propagation in reducing the dimensionality of data. Compared to other algorithms, it is an unsupervised learning method which makes it more competent for big data and has been succesfully applied in hand written digit recognition [7] , object recognition [8] , and speech recognition [9] . In 2012, Salakhutdinov and Hinton [10] proposed another model of deep learning, called deep Boltzman machines (DBM), by changing the structure of the DBN model; and the model enables the neighbouring layers to represent each other. As a result, the visible layer can receive back-propagation error of output layer and the model can fine-tune its parameters in a layer-by-layer way to decrease the errors. The DBM obtains better performance than other deep learning algorithms in object recognition, hand written digits recognition [10] [11] , and multimodal containing both word and image learning [12] .
However, when the DBM is used to extract features for natural scene recognition, the issue of computational complexity must be considered, since it requires a lot of matrix operations and hundreds of interactions with large images as input data.
Convolution and pooling are suggested to work with large images [13] , however, the convolution has high computational complexity, and pooling is limited by the coordinates of pixels. In this paper, we propose a new natural scene recognition method based on superpixels and the DBM. First, large-sized natural scene images are preprocessed by the SLIC algorithm to reduce their sizes. Superpixels are generated through grouping the pixels into atomic regions where the pixels are assigned to the same labels defined by the distance between the cluster center and each pixel in the given region. Then, a two-layer DBM model is constructed by stacking two RBMs (see Fig. 3(a) ), and the superpixels are regarded as the input data to train the DBM model in a layer-by-layer way. After training the first two layers of the DBM model (i.e., the first RBM), the parameters are frozen and the second RBM is trained by using a greedy layer-wise algorithm, with the output of the first RBM used as the input of the second RBM. Other layers of the DBM model are trained in the same way.
Finally, a softmax classifier is employed to classify the extracted features. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We propose a novel scene recognition method that combines the superpixels and the DBM for categorizing large-sized natural images.
(2) The superpixels-based preprocessing strategy can obtain better performance than the convolution and pooling for the DBM in recognizing natural scene images.
(3) The proposed method performs better than other counterparts in terms of recognition rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the structure of the restricted Boltzmann machine and its learning procedure is introduced. Section 3 presents the architecture of the DBM and the greedy layer-wise algorithm for learning the DBM model. Section 4 describes the process of image preprocessing with the SLIC. The proposed scene recognition method with the softmax regression is elaborated in Section 5.
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated and discussed in Section 6 using three datasets. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.
Background on RBM and Model Learning
In this section, we introduce the RBM, which is the basis of the DBM. Since the DBM is a stacked RBMs, the training process of each DBM layer is the same as that of the RBM.
Restricted Boltzmann Machine
The RBM is the variant of Boltzmann machine [14] , and it consists of visible units that has high energy in regions of low data density and low energy elsewhere [15] .
The matrix W of connection weights between units is symmetric.
According to the joint energy   From the above equations, the conditional probability of each unit in one layer being activated given the units in the other layer is defined as
where   During CD learning, Gibbs sampling [17] is initialized at each variable, and it only requires a few steps to approximate the model distribution [10] . To introduce the procedure of Gibbs sampling, we define 
Deep Boltzmann Machines
A DBM is stacked by the RBMs. Unlike the DBN model [7] , the DBM combines bottom-up and top-down passes and has better generative property. Concerning the MLE learning, we can still adapt the learning procedure of standard Boltzmann machines, but it runs rather slowly, especially when the amount of hidden layers is large. Therefore, the greedy layer-wise algorithm [7] is a better way to learn the DBM model, which can quickly initialize the model parameters to suited values.
Learning with Greedy Layer-wise
Greedy layer-wise, as the name implies, is an unsupervised layer-by-layer learning algorithm. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , two adjacent layers are regarded as an RBM, and each layer is trained in the way as described in section 2.2. The procedure of greedy layer-wise learning is: first, train the first RBM which consists of a visible layer v and the first hidden layer respectively. Other layers of the DBM model can also be trained in the same way as mentioned above.
As shown in Fig. 3(b conveniently compute this, we adapt the approach of doubling the number of units of visible layers and top hidden layers, and tie the visible-to-hidden weights of the first layer RBM and the top-level RBM to two copies, as described in [10] .
The conditional distributions of the hidden and visible states take the form h are the same as in equations (14) and (16) respectively.
Preprocessing with the SLIC
As shown in Fig. 3 , one unit of the visual layer in a DBM model represents one pixel. If the input image is large, the computational complexity of learning a DBM model will increase rapidly. Therefore, it is necessary to perform an image preprocessing to reduce feature dimensionality.
Generally speaking, convolution and pooling are two effective ways to reduce the image size [13] . Using the pooling algorithm to resize a large natural image, however, will lose much more information; and the pooling algorithm is limited by the coordinate of pixels. In addition, utilizing a convolution algorithm for preprocessing large images is a time-consuming process. So it is of great importance to find a suitable preprocessing approach for large image recognition. Superpixels have become a popular preprocessing method in computer vision applications, such as segmentation and object localization. 
Superpixels
A superpixel is a meaningful atomic region combining similar pixels according to the texture, color, location, etc. superpixel can reduce the image redundancy and greatly decrease the complexity of subsequent image processing tasks [18] . In recent years, many superpixel algorithms have been proposed for image segmentation [19] .
In general, superpixel algorithms can be classified into two categories:
graph-based methods and gradient ascent methods. Graph-based approaches treat each pixel as a node and the relationship between neighboring nodes as an edge, similar to graph models. The edges are computed by minimizing a cost function defined by prior knowledge. Gradient ascent methods start from a random initial gathering of pixels, and then iteratively compute the clusters until convergence.
Simple Linear Iterative Clustering
Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) is proposed by Achanta et al. [18] , which is faster and more memory efficient than other superpixel methods. Since there is onlyone parameter k , the desired number of superpixels, the SLIC is easy to implement and understand. Firstly, a cluster center , 1,2,..., kK  is randomly chosen in an SS  region, where S N K  is the region size and N is the total number of pixels in an image. Find the lowest gradient pixel to replace Since color and position in space are the most obvious information in an RGB image, the distance   Di is defined by combining color distance with space distance in this paper. The distance between two colors is a metric of interest in color science [20] .
For the SLIC, CIE76 [21] , the first color distance formula is selected as the color distance that relates a measure to a known Lab (label) value, and is defined as the distance between two colors is a metric of interest in color science [20] . For the SLIC, CIE76 [21] , the first color distance formula is selected as the color distance that relates a measure to a known Lab (label) value, and is defined as norm is adopted to represent the residual error E between the new cluster center and the previous one. We then iteratively repeat the update steps until E converges. In order to enforce connectivity, the disjoint pixels are reassigned to its nearby superpixels.
Dimensional Reduction by the SLIC
The SLIC is widely used in image segmentation due to its superiority in computational speed. This algorithm substantially integrates the pixels based on the similarity in location and color. This idea can also be used to reduce image dimensions. For example, after generating superpixels, each superpixel can be regarded as a new pixel in the image, which can effectively reduce image dimensions.
Different to convolution and pooling methods that only rely on pixel location, the SLIC combines location and color information to enhance the performance of dimensional reduction, which is helpful for subsequent image processing tasks.
Scene Recognition with Softmax Regression
In order to perform scene recognition, softmax regression was used to classify the scene images in our experiments. The architecture of the proposed model for natural scene images is shown in Fig. 5 . Softmax regression is a variant of the logistic regression model which is only applied to binary classification. In this paper, we are interested in multi-class classification. When setting the softmax classifier, the label can take on different values rather than only two. Thus, we have the training set The preprocessed images with different sizes pooling and SLIC respectively. The top row images are preprocessed using pooling and the bottom images are preprocessed by SLIC. The papers on the wall in the bottom row are more distinct than the ones in the top row, which breaks the specific shape of the computational region.
Experiments and Results
We select three different public scene datasets to evaluate the proposed approach.
In this paper, all experiments were performed on a Sony PC with an Intel Core i3 CPU 350 @2.27GHz, and 6GB of random access memory. The experimental results are reported as below.
Fifteen-Scene Dataset
The fifteen-Scene dataset [22] The SLIC results are more distinct, and the curvature of objects was clearly visible, especially in the third and fourth columns.
objects. In Fig. 6 , the papers on the wall can be distinguished in images ranging from 25 25  pixels to 50 50  pixels preprocessed by the SLIC, while they can only be identified in the 50 50  pixel images using the pooling algorithm. We also preprocessed different categories of scene images, both indoor and outdoor, using the SLIC and pooling. Some example images and the corresponding preprocessed results of 40 40  pixels are shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the results of the SLIC are more distinct and the curvatures of objects are clearly visible, especially in the third-column and the forth-column. in the second hidden layer to extract features. 
UIUC 8-Sports Dataset
The UIUC 8-sports dataset was built by Li-Jia and Fei-Fei [23] . It contains eightdifferent sport scenes: rowing badminton, polo, bocce, snowboarding, croquet, sailing, and rock climbing. The image sizes are around 1000 800  pixels. In our experiments, we first resized all images to 600 600  pixels; and then, their dimensionality is further reduced to 50 50  pixels using the SLIC. We selected 100 images per class as the training set and 20 images per class as the testing set. The structure of the DBM contains 1000 units for the first hidden layer and 500 units for the second hidden layer. Some original images sampled from the training set and their reconstructed images are showed in Fig. 8 . We can see that the reconstructed images using the extracted features contain most of the information from the original images.
After extracting the features, the softmax regression is applied to categorize scenes over the UIUC 8-sports dataset. As shown in Table. 3, the recognition rate of the proposed method is higher than all state-of-the-art approaches.
SIFT Flow Dataset
The SIFT Flow dataset [24] consists of 2,688 images and is split into 2,488
training images and 200 test images. The dataset was employed in scene labeling and scene parsing [25] . The size of all images is 256x256 pixels. Cleḿent Farabet [25] employed the convolutional network (ConvNet), which is another popular model of deep learning, to recognize scenes on the SIFT Flow dataset. In this paper, we also test the performance of our method using this dataset. First, we reduced the size of the images to 32 32  pixels. Then, we trained a DBM with 1024 visible units, 500 units of the first hidden layer, and 200 units of the second hidden layer. Finally, the extracted features were classified by using the softmax classifier. The recognition rate for the SIFT Flow dataset achieves 80.1%.
Discussions
Deep learning models, such as the DBN and the DBM, have attracted more and more attention, and been successfully applied to the recognition tasks. However, since the sizes of natural images are always very large, the problem of computational complexity must be considered when designing the DBM model for scene recognition.
In this paper, we presented a scene recognition method that combines superpixels and the DBM model. Since the SLIC can generate superpixels efficiently, our method performs better than the pooling algorithm for dimensionality reduction of natural images. The experimental results on the fifteen scene dataset, UIUC 8-sports dataset, and the SIFT Flow dataset show that the proposed method can obtain the best performance than other counterparts in terms of recognition rate. During the experiments, however, we also find that the structure of the constructed DBM model 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new approach for scene recognition based on superpixels and the DBM model. First, we used the SLIC to preprocess large natural images, which can effectively reduce the computational complexity for subsequent image processing tasks. Compared to the pooling algorithm, the SLIC preprocessing can preserve more information found in the images, which is critical for scene recognition. Then, we constructed a two-layer DBM model to extract features in an unsupervised manner and utilized the softmax regression to classify the scenes. The experimental results over the fifteen-scene dataset, the UIUC 8-Sports Dataset, and
the SIFT Flow dataset demonstrate that the proposed method performs better than other counterparts in terms of scene recognition accuracy. In the future study, we will further investigate how to construct a more effective structure of the DBM model for practical applications.
